
Founded in 2007 Stream are a privately owned ISO27001, IS09001, G-Cloud approved
telecommunications provider. Our mission is to deliver secure, resilient digital communications and cloud
services that provide a clear return on investment for wholesale and private markets.
 
Stream has a valuable range of knowledge and skills that enable us to both discuss strategy on the one
hand, whilst being able to deliver rapid programs to manage change on the other. Whether it’s high-level
discussions to outline new ways of communicating, or highly tangible deliverables, such as cost reduction,
planning new ways of working, or proven ways to improve communication, Stream can help transition your
communication and business support platform to the brave new world of unified communications and
‘information everywhere’.
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The digital backbone to your business
 

THESE ORGANISATIONS DEPEND ON OUR NETWORK:

OUR ACCREDITATIONS INCLUDE:
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Our Wholesale ISP Partner Program for Managed Service Providers, Software Developers and
Telecoms providers that delivers business critical connectivity, cloud servers and security.
 
Wholesale ISP Partners who join the Stream Networks authorised program benefit from our dedicated
24x7x365 proactive support team, wholesale pricing and access to our range of business grade Cloud,
Connectivity and Voice solutions.

Stream
The digital backbone to your business
Our Partner Program

DEDICATED WHOLESALE
ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
Because our Partners are people
not account numbers Stream
provide dedicated account
managers to help with
increasing sales and training for
your teams.

UK BASED SUPPORT
 
Our dedicated wholesale
technical support teams operate
24x7x365 to ensure your
customers stay connected and
you receive proactive, helpful
connectivity and cloud support

COMPETITIVE PRICING
 
Because Stream own and
operate our own fibre network
and cloud infrastructure we
provide some of the leading
wholesale discounts in the UK.

WHITE LABEL

All of our services are available
on a whitelabel basis from
Broadband realms, wholesale
layer 2 ethernet and LT2PDSL
access to whitelabel cloud
services, with Stream selling
your own branded comms and
cloud is easy.

LEADING CONNECTIVITY AND
CLOUD PORTAL 
Our leading portal Cascade
provides live ordering, software
defined networking, fault
logging, networking monitoring,
network changes and security
on broadband, fibre ethernet
leased lines, MPLS, SD-WAN,
Mobile Broadband, cloud
servers and DDoS Scrubbing

OUR NETWORK
 
Our purpose built Juniper
Software Defined fibre network
provides broadband and fibre
access to over 2 million on net
UK post codes. In additon our
network provides multi-homed
fast transit links and peering.
This provides guranteed
connectivity for latency critical
applications such as Voice and
Video.
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We provide communications and cloud services that maximise business efficiency, deliver a clear return on
investment and improve service.
 
Our range of business services include:
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Our Solutions

CONNECTIVITY

Our purpose built fibre network
connects business to mission
critical Internet and private Wide
Area Networks. Our services
reduce costs, improve security
and provide  ease of
management with Software
Defined Networking

HIGH AVAILABILITY CLOUD
 
Our ISO27001, PCI DSS
compliant Cloud platform and
datacentres provide business
with high availability compute
infrastructure 24x7x365.

IOT
 
We provide business with
Mobile broadband services that
connect field workers, fleet
logistics, retail outlets,
emergency services and for IoT
deployments

SECURITY

Ensuring your systems are
secure from vulnerabilities and
outside attack is key to your
business.  Our managed security
services provide peace of mind
and accountability 24x7x365

TELEPHONY
 
Connecting to our telephony
cloud reduces business
overhead, while dramatically
improving the quality of service
and functionality organisations
expect from a key
communication system.

MANAGED SERVICES
 
Don't have the operational or
financial resources for dedicated
IT support? Stream can ensure
your systems are performing
and you are maximising
business efficiency by acting as
your IT department 24x7x365.
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Cascade.
noun

1. A small waterfall
2. A leading edge partner
portal

Our leading wholesale ISP partner portal CASCADE, provides live ordering, pricing tools, fault logging,
security management, asset management, billing for ADSL, FTTC, FTTP, Fibre Ethernet Leased Lines,
EoFTTC, Wide Area Networks, Cloud and Mobile broadband services.

View your quotes, orders and existing services
in an instant from your personal portal
homepage

Check for Fibre Ethernet, EoFTTC EFM, FTTC,
FTTP and ADSL Broadband Service with our
live availability and pricing tool

Order and make live Mobile broadband SIM’s
with flexible usage allowance and static IP
addresses

Order and upgrade Cloud Servers within our
Virtual Datacentre

Configure your ADSL and Fibre Broadband
services, changing Signal to Noise Ratio’s and
running live line tests

View Broadband radius statistics for
connection attempts and usage reports

View your bandwidth usage on Fibre Ethernet
and EoFTTC EFM circuits

Live view and configuration of your DDoS
Scrubbing protection

View live Mobile Broadband Usage and
upgrade with data bolt on’s

Keep track of your orders with instant order
updates


